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PARTIALLY REGULAR POLYGCNS INSCRIPTIBLE IN A CIRCLE. 
Introduction. 
The subject of simple, convex1 polygons which are in-
scriptible in a circle, and which are regular, that is, 
whose sides are equal and whose angles are equa1, ba~ bP.P.n 
:t, 
studied very thoroughly for rr.any centuries, but the subject 
l. 
of simple, convex polygons which are inscriptible in a cir-
cle and which are only partially regular, that is, wbich have 
only certain elements equal, has received very little atten-
tion. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate and 
determine properties of some of these latter polygons. 
£nA convex polygon is one no side of which when produced can 
enter within the space enclosed by the perimeter." Chauvenet, 
Treatise . .Q.!l .,Elementary ,.Geometr.Y._, Philadelphia, 18?5, page 35. 
l.see article by Leonard Eugene Dickson on the subject of 
regular :polygons in MatheJr@.!-JP.Q-1 Monographs, New York, 1911, 
by J. w. A. Young, page 379, and also references to other 
writings on the same subject given at the end of that article. 
2. 
They will be discussed in the following order: 
I. Polygons inscriptible in a circle and having their 
opposite side$ equal. These we shall call contra-regular 
polygons. 
!I. Polygons inscriptible in a circle and having 
their alternate sides equal. These we shall call altra-
regular polygons. 
III. Polygons inscriptible in a circle and having 
pairs of adjacent sides equal. These we shall call juxta-
regular polygons. 
All constructions are assumed made in an Euclidean plane 
and the theorems of elementary Euclidean geometry are assumed. 
I. CONTRA-HEGULAR POLYGONS. 
DEFIHITION. Opposite vertic~~ of an inscribed polygon are 
vertices between which are the same number of other vertices 
in either direction. 
DEFINITION. Opposite sides of an inscribed polygon are 
those sides between which are the same number of other sides 
in either direction. 
DEFINITION. Opposite angles of a polygon are the angles at 
opposite vertices of the polygon. 
DEFDTITION. A diagg_t;~1 of a polygon is a line joining two 
non-consecutive vertices. 
THEOREM 1. A diagonal _.1oining _opppsite vertices of .. ~ . contra-
regular polygon is _ ~ diameter. 
Fig. 1. 
Similarly ~ ~~ -:::L.)3i 
Proof: s, = s: by hypothesis. 
d =Ji... T ;J... 
AT, -::_b.,T,' (Triangles having 
three aides of one respective-
ly equal to three aides of 
the other are congruent.) 
Ll-< -=J"Dt r'a ·"7-' I (Corresponding parts 
of congruent triangles are equal~ 
and ao on to But 
.£.. "JJ, i- L-)3,_ + · · · · · +43-11 -t- L ;B,' ;- L.. )3,J_ 1- ....... -......:::;s ~ =- 3 6 0 ° and 
2 (L ):3, -r-'-J3;i..-t-· -~) = 360° • Therefore. L,13,-t-.t:-)3~ "'f-,,t.L,B?J:::: t ( 360 ° )= 
180° =LV.,_ ov,.,_. • Thus v,1- ov..,_. is a straight line. and a 
diameter. 
CONSTRUCTION. The above .. theorem ~ givea .. ll.- ~ .method m con-
structing_ _~ contra-regular _polygon. 
In a semi-circle inscribe a semi-polygon of n aides. 
Draw diameters from each vertex of this semi-polygon. 
The vertices of the other half of a contra-regular poly-
gon of 2n sides are determined where the diameters in-
tersect the remaining semi-circle. 





Ll T ~ "T' I-µ I and 
(See Theorem 1.) 
Hence quadrilateral ds 1 s'l-.d._ =:::. ,_ ').. 
ds' s 'd Therefore, angle (OL, +GL..z) 
"i ' ;LT 
equals angle (a.., '-t ex~) , i.e. L-V, ]._ .:: L v,.:z_' • 
Similarly the remaining opposite 
angles, V,,_ 3 and V1-' '/' V:Pf and V3 ,1 ,, 
and so on to V'h'I and V711 ., may be 
shown to be equal. 
THEOREM 3. The opposite .sides ,of ~ . contra-regular polygon 
ar!t parall~l ._ 
~ - ... -
Fig. 3. 
Proof: Triangles T, , T,_ , .... T?t • T,' , Ti, , '" · . 
T ~ are isosceles . T, ::::::-' T.' • (See 
Theo rem 1 • ) .t. ~ 1 ::: L a,, ' Thus a, JI a ~ • 
(If, when two linea are crossed by 
a third, the alternate interior 
angles are equal, the lines are 
parallel. ) Similarly s:i. JI si_ 
and s -n JI s~ • 
THEOREM 4. The~ of~ contra-regular_ polygon of 2n . sides 




The altitude of T, • an isos-
celes triangle of sides _g, d, ,_ ,_ s, 
is i-"'d ,_ - sz.. I and ita l \d 'L area 4s, - s:i.. I 
The area of T+T' = I I ts,Vd~- s,1... 
Similarly the area of T ;-T'~ :2. :i-
. ..ts Vd-z- -2 2. s~ , and the area of T71 -t- T ~:::. 
s~. Hence the area of the 
polygon is 
i( s, Vd2 - s,z. + sJd"-- s~ .. +s,,\li~- ~). 
THEOREM 5. A contra-regular polygon .. of f.2..!ll:. . sides .J&. ~ ~ 
tangle whose rn. is _8, Sc-
Proof: 11V'J.., 1 V,~ V,_ 1• has two vertices on 
Fig. 5. 
a diameter. Hence. LV, ,_ is a 
right angle, and since the opposite 
L.V,.,_7f"LV,, , LV.·~ is a right angle. 
Similarly, L-V,_,, and Lv,_, 1 are right 
angles. s, II s ~ , and s :z. JI a;_ • 
Therefore. v,,_ v,..,. Y.·i· vi'I is a rec-
tangle and consequently the area 
of the quadrilateral is a, s~. 
THEOREM 6. IM™ of .§:. contra-regular polygon . Qf. m aides 
may ~ expressed as A:: s,v"d ':L- s,~+2 Vs ( s - e~) ( s - 3
0
) ( s -Yd 1-_ s;i-} 
where s.::: S.JSa+Yd~- st• ,_ 
Fig. 6. 
6. 
Proof: V,3.. V31, V,,,_.v3 , 1 is a rectangle 
of area equal to s~hL- s,~. Remov-
ing V,?- V 51 .v,.'J..,V?, I from the polygon 
leaves two congruent triangles 
having an area equal to 
~~ · ~--:-~~~-:--::--~~--:--;-~-;:::;:=:==~----:--
~ s ( s - s~ ) ( s - s 3 ) ( s - Vd1. - s~ ) , s 
being equal to one-half the sum of 
the three sides. (Formula from 
Trigonometry.) Hence A-:= s/(r~- ~"-+ 
2Vs ( ~ - s:i..) ( s - s:,) ( s -v'd--- s,~). 
THEOREM 7. The relation . between the, sides Qf.. £!.. contra-rP-gular 
hexagon ~n£ t.h1!. diameter . of ~ .circumscribed circle~ ex-
pressed Ez ~ .. eguatio_ps . d1 - d(s.'"rs,_~ts.;-) - 2s , s':l.~~o, and 
d 3 - d ( s,,__ + S:-+s3 .:2... ) + 2 s , s._ s"3::: 0 • 
Proof: In any triangle of sides a, b, c inscribed in a 
circle of diameter d, d= abc 
~2-:\V~s:;:( =s ::::_=a==;=) (r-s===-==:rb=:;);::::;(=s~-=c::;):.... 
In Fig. 6 
~--==~~;:=-.!!!=:!!II~~ -{ s,__ + s3 - )Id£ - s,2. ) 
2Sa,,Ss VdL- St • r 
7. 
(,, 2d"t ( ;z_ 1. :z_ ) d27 2. 2. l.... )2.. 4 !L ':>. 2. - 0 d - s, + s ~ t-s 3 ;- . i. a, +s~ +s 3 - s, s;J.. s,,. - • 
[g '3 - d ( s:-t~i-s;- )-2s, s~ s~ }j3 - d ( s~ts;+s;-)+2s, s2. s3 == 0. 
This relation is also shown by evaluatlng sin.l..V2 3 
and cos1 ~ 3 , and simplifying the equation sin;LV..t.. 3 i-
cos~V~31. A third method of securing this re-
-;I. :2.. d~ ~ sul t is as follows: cos \~3 ~ so.ts, - + s. -= 2s':l.s3 
cos (~+90 °) :: -sine(.==-§_, • Simplifying, the equa-
d 
tion reduces to d3 - d( s~s,_1-as ') - 2s, s~s 3~o. 
THEOREM 8. In ~ con tra.-reP-'ular ll.Q_lygon. the values of the 
ang~~~ ~!_ the yertices ~ 
.L-V,2 = arc sin SiYd:L- s:+s:a.Yd:i...- e.._ "d.._ • 
LV23 ==-arc sin s!l.rd'2..- .§i°±s~ )§: :z. _ :l.. s2. 
d~ 
L.V.,,~,)--,.,=arc sin ~-f >tl:i. - s; i: snYd~- s~_, 
ds. 
LV,,.., 1::: arc sin s 21 v'd '2..- s 1.._ + s,Yd i_ s~ d:L 
Fig. ? • 
s 2. :z.._ 
There-
fore, v,:i--~ (ol, +ct.:J =arc sin 
s , V d :i. - a;:: + s=--Yd 2.- s ,~ • 
d;;z.. 
In like manner, 
V,_ 3 ::= arc sin 
V.11 _ 1,rarc sin S:?J-•tdz..- S~ + Snii:z. -. d.._ 




THEOREM 9. 1!L~ contra-regulg polygon ~values of the 
angles between __ the .. radii of the circumscribed circle which 
8. 
.1 oin the center of .. the circle ~- the vertices .l2.f. the _ polygon 
..c...;B, ~ arc sin 2 s,Yd a:_ 
da.. 
62.. • 
L,B2. =- arc sin 2 aJ:i:z..- a~ 
d .. 
9. 
Proof: The altitude of the isosceles 
triangle T, bisects the vertex 
angle .:B, • sin _8::: !!,. ; co a :s,J~ -i'-:-
:z.. d ~ d 
Fig. 8. 




In like rri.anner 
~ s .. 
;e;i.... = arc sin 2s e:Vd'2.-- a~ 
d,_ 
)\ == arc sin 2 s, V d .,__ 
d.z.. 
II. ALTRA-REGULAR .POLYGONS. 
'a. s, • 
THEOREM l. fill altra-regular _polygon of~ sides .!!ta. i.f n=2k, 
~ contra-regular polygon, .. fil& hence has all of the properties 
.2f. ~ £.2.!.Urc:".::. r~gulM polygon. 
Proof: Denoting the sides of an altra-regular polygon 
as a, • s ,,_, ..... s"', we have ( l). s, ~ s, ~ sJ_~··= s'-"-r 
and (2) sl-~sCf=-sc.::~ .. :;s.t.1'• The aide opposite a 
given side s, is a..,,+,. If n is odd, s.,,+, belongs 
to (2) and hence does not equal ~ • but if n i 
even, 1. e. if n = 2k. s""+' belongs to ( 1) and hence 
• 
10. 
equals s, • and the polygon is a contra-regular 
polygon. 
THEOREM 2. ~angles . of~ altra-regular £2.lygon ~ eguai. 
Proof: L\ T 1'2:" AT3 "--'ATs-~ . .. ~ AT2 n_1and AT;i... =-
(Triangles 
having three sides of one re-
spectively equal to three sides 
of the other are congruent.) 
~h ,. , 
THEOREM 3. The value of each angle .2,l ~ circumference 
tl ~ al tra- regu,!ar polvgon is sin-' ( s,\ff:t - a;+ s,.\d.2..- s,2-) ._ 
dz. 
"Proof: (See Fig. 1.) sin~ • .:Tva!J.- s~; 
d 
( i .:::: 1 , 2, ............... 2n. and 2n + 1 = 1 ) • 




Proof: In an altra-regular poly-
gon of 2n sides erect the mid-
perpendicular to a g iven 
sidA s, and the mid-perpen-
dicular to s"'+'' the side 
opposite s,, Join their 
point of intersection, which 
is the center of the circl~, 
with the vertices of the poly-
gon. arc M~_.111 ,== arc 'MV, ').. 
(The bisector of an angle 
bisects the arc subtended by it.) 
= 
arc v""')\-f,"1\ v7',ri:;- arc v'")f-ft,h+"Z- v"t+7.., 1\f"3. 
(Equal chords subtend equal arcs.) 
arc RV">l +• n.,.f:arc RV71 -\-\ • Hence, ' '"1 
arc RM:::::: arc :MR. But, arc RMR subtends 
a 360° angle. Therefore, arc RM and arc 
MR each subtend a 180° angle, and ROM is 
a straight line. Hence s, is parallel to 
S~+I • 
12. 
THEOREM 5. Diagonals between _opposite _vertices of an altra-
regular polygon ~_ parallel to the sides -~· 
Fig. 3. 
Proof: Erect the mid-perpendicular to 
the diagonal and the mid-perpen-
dicular to one of the sides op-
posite it, says,. Join their 
intersection with each vertex of 
the part of the polygon included 
within the diagonal and s, • The 
two triangles whose bases are s, 
r 
are congruent. Those whose bases 
are s~ and s~~ , and so on to those 
whose bases are one-half the dia-
gonal are also congruent since each pair has two 
sides and the included angle equal. The sum of 
the angles about the intersection of the mid-pe~-
pendiculars is 360° • The angle oppoa i te s, 
--:;:. 
equals the. angle opposite a,, that opposite s~ 
~ 
equals that oppoai te sj?1> and so on. Therefore, 
the sum of the central angles at O on the right 
of the mid-perpendiculars equals the sum of 
those on the left and hence is equal to 180°. 
Thus, the mid-perpendicular to a, is the mid-
perpendicular to the diagonal, and the diagonal 
is parallel to a, • Since s, is parallel 
13. 
to s , the diagonal is also parallel to ~~ n+\ 
THEOREM 6. In~ altra-regular _polygon the .value of _~ / 





Proof: T.he altitude of isosceles tri-
~ . _, 
""'a. ::. sin 
angle ~ bisects the vertex -angle 
)3, • sin _8,= s, 
' ?.... d 
cos ,B, _yd->- - s-:-
:i=" - d 
sin J3, =: 2s:YaL - at ; 
ds.. 
cos .B;l. ~a:i: - a~ 
~- d 
Therefore, since T,~ T3-:::: ... -::= ~}!-' 
and T;L ?! T,::::-,~ , ;B , :::::: 
_, !-.' ~~-
sin 2sYd:z::- s-:- -=.:S2 ~,13r~'· · .::-B,, and d ,__ ;;J J .... .,,~, 
2s.i.'ld-z. - a:== )3tt"" ;s, ~A~," ::::,B~n1• d"L 
THEOREM 7. The ™ of .~ al tra-regular .polygon of 2n 
sides is n ( s, Yd L- s~ + s;i.\d.% - _ s~ ) • 
4 
?.Polygons in which n:::: 4k are not included in this discussion, 




Proof: The polygon is composed of n 
triangles of area s, yd.__ s,~ and 
't 
of n triangles of area s1Vd~- s~. 
tr 
Hence the total area of the poly-
gon is J1( s, v'd2.- a~ -t- s,_Yd1 - a:- ) . 
~ 
CONSTRUCTION 1. To construct any . al tra-regular __ polygon 
which !§. inscriptible .. Jn ~circle ~means _of ruler and 
compass. 
Method . l. 
1 Construction: _ Inscribe in a circle a regular polygon 
of n sides. Moving in a counter-clockwise di-
rection at each vertex of the regular polygon as 
a center, and with a radius less than the aide 
of the regular polygon, des~ribe an arc cutting 
the circle. With the vertices of the regular poly-
gon and the points where the arcs cut the circle as 
£nA regular .Polygon of n sides can be--i:nscribed by ruler and 
J compasses if. and only if, n-=== 2 p
1 
p~ •••• , where P, p~. • • are 
,_t distinct primes of the form 2 ~ l." J. W. A. Young, Mathe-
matical Monographs. New York, 1911, page 379. 
15. 
vertices construct a polygon. · This is an altra-
..e+r regular polygon of n= 2 P, p.:i....... sides where 
2.i -:1.. p p •••••• are distinct primes of the form 2 ~l. 
I :1... 
This construction leads us to 
£+1 . 
THEOREM 8. Onl,,:Y_ ~l tra-regul£!£ pol vgons . of 2 p, P+. • • sides 
,_.,.. 
where p. Pr- ••••• . ~ .. distinct primes of the . form 2 + 1 £illl be 
inscribed . in a circle .. Qz ™s· of . ~ ruler ~,g_ compass. 
Proof: Suppose it is possible to inscribe in a circle 
by means of ruler and compass an altra-regular 
polygon of 2k sides where 2k is not equal to 
2~'p p •••••• , p P-~~eing distinct primes of the f ~ , 1.. 
:z..t-
form 2 + 1. Draw V1.,,,,V:i..a, Vn V4'!i'• ••• to ~.,,-ifti~~)' • 
Since s , =- s 3 ::: t\ -:- • • • • ::::: s!4-t _, ; s .. .::: s"' ... ::::s.,,.,. , and~V . ;::::. .... _,, ) .J.. 
LV:>\·¥~-~-'"' l1~., v, J.- v2.~tJ"2_ 3 V3 " 'f.;:-··-~f9.t-i;"'.Y ~-~,y ~., . 
Hence, v~. I VQ 3-:::. v,_? '\(h;:: .... :::: v~2,J,,.Y ~.,, and the poly-
gon formed by them is a regular polygon of k 
sides inscribed in a circle. But it is possible 
to inscribe in a circle by means of ruler and 
_Q 
compass regular polygons of only 2 pp ••• sides, 
f :l.. . 
P,PL······· being distinct primes of the form 
'l.see Plates I. and II. for illustrations of this method of 
construction of altra-regular polygons. 
2~r;- l. Hence, it is possible to inscribe in 
a circle altra-regular polygons of only 
2l-ri P, p'J_ • • • • • • sides, P, p:z.. ••••• being distinct 
,.t 
primes of the form 2 + l. 
16. 
CONSTRUCTION l. To construct any altra-regular polygon 
which 1.§. inscriptible in §:. circle 1l:l. means. of rule..!_ ~!!£!_ 
compass. 
Method 2. 
Construction: As in Method 1. inscribe in a circle 
a regular polygon of n sides. With the center 
of the circle. 0, as a center, and a radius 
greater than the radius of a circle inscribed 
in the polygon and less than the radius of the 
circumscribed circle, describe a circle. The 
points at which the circle cuts the regular 
polygon are vertices of an altra-regular polygon 
of 2n sides. 
Proof:.. Drop the perpendiculars :P, , p~ ••••• p.97\. respec-
tively to the sides s,' s~, •••• s~ of the regu-
lar polygon. P, =:- p;z_::: ... :.P"' • (In the same circle, 
equal chords are equally distant from the center. ) 
d - d • --;:- - ~ Therefore triangles of bases~. s~, •• 
"2- "-;:'." 
••••• s~-1 are congruent. (Right triangles having 
~ 
l?. 
the hypotenuse and one side of 
one respectively equal to the 
hypotenuse and one side of the 
other, are congruent.) Hence, 
", .. :::- s 2..-n-i. The small triangles 
at the vertices of the regular 
polygon have two aides equal to 
JL_ - s, , and hence equal to each 
'/.. ~ 
other, and their included angles, 
Fig. 6. being angles of the regular poly-
gon are equal. Hence tbe triangles are congruent. 
(Triangles having two sides and the included an-
gle of one respectively equal to two sides and 
the included angle of the other, are congruent.) 
Hence, s<J.-==- s'#~a19 :::. s1~ ..... ~ s~. Thus the poly-
gon of sides s,. s~, ••••••••. s~is an altra-
regular polygon. 
LEMMA 1. The corners , cut off from~ equilateral triangle 
1£ ~ construct!.2.!:!. .of !!!!, altra-regular .hexagon JMethod 2, 
Construction 1) ~-- themselvea _. egu.ilateral ~ triangles of 
sides equal . to~ 
18 • 
. Proof: .. In the Proof, Construction 1, 
Fig. 7. 
Method 2, it was shown that the 
corners cut off from a regular 
po1ygon in the construction of an 
altra-regular polygon are congruent 
triangles having two sides equal 
to ...s..,. - ~. Hence, in Fig. 7, tri-
~ ...... 
angles AV,. 1 V!#.l. , BV,._ V '/J..,, and CV~'iV,0 , 
are congruent isosceles triangles. 
But 4-::.J.B-::LC-==60°. Therefore, 
tt.AV,., Vn=-i.A ~.,v, {' .. mv;l-~; .t.BV"l."'Jv, l.-::L.CV3~v..!.-";;;.Lcv,')~ *=-60° • Thus 
triangles A~J~-6 ; BV,.2. \i 3 ; and C\'3'i V&i> are equiangular 
and hence equilateral. But one side of A BV,'l. V~'3 
is s~. Therefore each side of each of the three 
triangles equals s1 • 
COROLLARY. The sides . of the eguilateral . triangle _~-il a 
base _Qf an ~l tra""'.regular .hexagon ,_ in .. Method 2 ~ . Construg_tion 1 
™ ·equal _to ,.!!... +2s:-.• 
LEMMA 2. Th.§. diameter .l! of __ the .. circle circumscribed _ about 
M equilateral __ triangle .s S .s eguals ~s. 
Proof: . ..2. A~.IL where A is the al ti tud.e of the triangle. "3 ;I... 
(The medians, which are also altitudes of an isoa-
19. 
celes triangle, meet in a point, which is two-
thirds of the distance from a vertex to the mid-
Fig. 8. 
point of the opposite side.) 
The area of the triangle is .Q. DS. 
8 
D_ S 3 :: .e.::_. 
-2~DS 3D 
i "f 





THEOREM 9. 1.n. ~ altra-regular hexagon !h!! diameter of~ 
circu!!!§cribing circle _ is d:: 2'13 J;!+s, sLTs;-. . :, 
]ig . 9. 
Proof: ON-= 12_ (D equals the diameter of 
'1 
the circumscribing circle of tri-
angle ABC.) -~ -:i -'l. ov",-==- ON+ NV(.' • 
d:t.=D:t tS~. But D ::£8 ~£(s 1 +, ?- s2- ). 
~"·If Y3 V3 . ! 
Therefore, d :L- 4 ( s:--+ 4s, s JL-t4 ~'!:") _... s ~. 
~ - '3 I lo ., "tf 
d '; s,:i. + 4 s, s.,, + 4 s.:-+3 s,a- .... 4 ( s,2-+SJ. s.,.+s;) • 
3 - 3 
Therefore, · d = 2""3" ./s.'J.+s, s:i.. -tS~. 
3 
COROLLARY. Iru!._ rnQ! !!:!. altra-regular _hexagon in terms of 
the sides . is: ../3 ( s, v1 a.!l..t-4s• ss..-t 4s?~ + s%.~ 4s,:i..-t4s1 s ~+s ~ ) • It 
CONSTRUCTION 2. 12. construct ~ altr~-reg;ular hexagon~ 
!filt aides ~'~.§."Jo m_ given. 
20. 
Construction: ._ Construct an equilateral 
triangle ABC of base s , +2s~. With 
a center at A and an arc equal to 
s ~ describe an arc cutting AB at 
v, ,. Determine O, the center of 
the circle which can be circurn-
scribed about triangle ABC. With 
S, '----Jl:":"--s:--/3 
A'-~\-- ---s, o as a center and O~ / as a radius 
describe · a circle. The intersec-
Fig. 10. tions of the circle with ~ABC are 
the vertices of an altra-regular hexagon of sides 
a, and s').... 
Proof: AVt ,-=- s; == s~ = sl = s,_ . (Lemma 1). s , ~AB - (AV41t 
't:>v ) s' ' ' .o ,?- :::- ,=S'3-::.S.s-. 
is the required altra-regular hexagon. 
LE'MMA. The oorners ... cut off _ from ~ .. square £y _ ~ al tra-re ular 
octagon .. (Construction l, Method 2t_are .congruent isosceles 
right triangles ... of sides equal tg_~ S .i. m hypot~T!™ ~ 
A.. 
Proof: In the Proof, Construction 1, Method 2, it was 
shown that the corners cut off from a regular poly-
gon in the oonatruction of an altra-regular poly-
gon are congruent triangles having t,110 sides equal 
to .a 
2.. 
- s, • 
:L 





BV, :i.. V,_ 3 etc. are congruent iaoa-
celea triangles, and since LA~LH~ 
"-C::. .LD =- 90 °, they are right tri-
angles each of base equal to s 1 • 
2 AVK~ ::::.s~. Therefore,§.. a 1 :::AV11=-
~ 
BV..i. ~Bv:i..-a etc. 
THEOREM 10. In~ altra-regul¥ •. .Q.Q_~~-Q!l ~diameter of 
.=..:;;:::~;...;;::.;;;::=:~::-----... .. circle is d~l2 Vs, \i2 s, s<;l.--t-s~ • 
Fig. 12. 
Proof: d:l_ s:L s-;- (S is a side of the 
4 - 4 = 4 
square) • But S-== s , -\-2Ig a:t.. (Lem-
. :2. 
ma). d!L::: (s,+fi s:L-)~ +a,~= s,~2¥2 s , si 
+ 2 a22ts,:L d :::: V2 Vat+~ s, s2 --r a~ • 
COROLLARY. The area of f!.!!. altra-regular octagon ir!. terms 
of its . sides .!§...:__ s , f's~+ 2{2 s, a,_t 2s_:--rsf2 a,2-t2 V2a, s:J-t-s;- • 
DEFINITION. A regular . star polygon or oroae polygon ia a 
polygon produced by the lines joining alternate vertices of 
a regular polygon. 
1 l Thus only regular star polygons of 2 P, ~ •.•• points 
l....,. 
where p p ••••• are distinct primes of the form 2 ;-1, can 
' ~ 
be constructed by means of ruler and compass. 
CONSTRUCTIOU 3. To construct any altra-regula.r polygon 
havin..& a~ ~ basis ~ regular _star-polygon of 2--t'.-5; 2 fs; 2-f 8 
sides. ~. 
Construction: Inscribe in a circle a regular star 
polygon of 2.f5; zf 6; or 2-fa points. Describe 
a second circle concentric with the firat, but 
22. 
smaller, cutting the points of the star polygon. 
With the intersections of this circle and the 
star polygon as vertices construct a polygon. 
Proof: Draw OP" , OP, etc. and OV1 2 , , OV,, .t., , etc. (Fig. I 
13) ON,= ON 3 ~ON~- etc. ON<j l P" Pt; ON 1J..P"' ~ etc. 
OV,0 , ii OV,,1,l.:: OV,.2.,, etc. There.fore, 4.0N't V,~··" ~d0N1 V,,, ,J.-::: 
Therefore, N'o ~" === N, v,, l ::: N ,v-:i.?. etc. 
I ,I\ t 1. r _, 
NCJ Pta ==- N,, ~, ~ N,,~ :::: N, P1- etc. Therefore, P<. V, 0 , 11 ;.;; 
p(,, v,,,IJ,=:P, V,:i,,=P, v,,?- etc. L_~=.£P,: L-P:t. etc. There-
fore, llV,O,\( p(., v,,,,'J-::~v,::i .. P, v,,,,_ etc. Therefore. 
-~See-:H:L3tory__of Mathematic8-. Macmillan, N. Y. ,1894, by. Cajori, 
pages 22, 135, 156 for references to work on star polygons 
by the Pythagoreans, Thomas :Bradwardine, and Kepler. 
:t.This method of construction produceg figures which are of 
interest chiefly in "Design". 
Fig. 13. 
23. 
· s ,, ::: s 1 -= s ~ etc • P, M 12::: P 1 M 11-=-
P, M ,_ etc. Thus, "l11 ,, 2M 1 ~=- V, .:i,\ K,,,l 
V M:t.. etc. LP, M1:i P ,":;,.t.. P, M.1.P~ ( ,')... 
etc. Therefore, AV, ,, 1:.. M1J.V"-d ~ 
b.V, :L M1 v.2, 3 etc. The ref ore, s,:z 
s .,_ -=- s &.f etc. and the polygon 
of sides s • • ~. 3 3 , a ,, eto. 
1. 
is an altra-regular polygon. 
Altra~Regular Pol ygons as Found in Mineralogy. 
There are found in the isometric system of mineralogy 
a number of aubstancea which tend to crystallize in forms 
wh i ch are combinations of pos i tive and negative tetrahedrons; 
' of the tetrahedron and dodecahedron; of the cube and octahe-
dron; of the cube, oc t ahedron, and dodecahedron; and of the 
cube and trapezohedron. In the first two cases it very 
frequently happens that there are produced sol i ds whose 
faces are altra-regular hexagons, and in the last three 
cases, solids whose faces are altra-regular octagons. On 
~Although the figure used here is the dodecagon , the proof 
itself is general and will apply to all cases in which the 
construction is possible. 
24. 
crystals of galena, fluorite, boracite, sphalerite, tetra-
hedrite, and pyrite are found faces in the shape of altra-
regular hexagons; and on crystals of gold, halite, sylvite, 
analctte, galena. fluorite, cuprite. and magnetita are 
found faces which are altra-regular octagons. It is inter-
e3ting to note that some crystals of galena and f~uorite, 
for example, show altra-regular hexagons, and that others 
show altra-regular octagons. Altra-regular polygons seem 
to be limited to the crystals of ~~e isometric system. 
Altra-Regular Polygons aa Found in Design. 
In the work in Design produced during a long period of 
time, and in many countries, we find a wide range of examples 
of designs having as their bases altra-regular polygons, es-
pecially the altra-regular octagon. There are few historical 
examples of the altra-regular hexagon although it make9 a 
basis for attractive designs. The polygons of a greater 
number of side3 than eight do not lend themselves very 
readily to effective use in Design, and hence are aeldom 
found there. The designs based on the altra-regular poly-
gons range from the purely geometric, thru those based on 
plant :forms, to the purely imaginative. 
In architecture altra-regular polygons, and e3pecially 
those produced by Construction 3, are found aa outlines of 
rose windows and as medallions in stone and wood carvings. 
25. 
In designs used in the interior of buildings, eapecial-
ly in homes, altra-regular polygons are found on wall and 
fire-place tiles, in mosaic flooring, on the single teapot 
tiles, on the tops of decorative boxes of porcelain or wood 
in color and in carving, on floor coverings such as rugs 
and linoleums, and on textile fabrics both in the ca3es 
where the ·designs are reproduced by machinery and where 
they are worked by hand. 
Of special interest are certain old Coptic and Byzan-
tine designs, those woven in Chinese brocadea, those of 
the Renai3sance period, and Russian embroidery designs, 
all of which use the altra-regular octagon a3 a basis but 
not as a dominant feature. These figures are sometimes used 
in a large pattern, sometimee 9.S small figures they are re-
peated on a border, and sometimes they are repeated in such 
a way as to cover the fabrico In one particular Chinase-
Japanese design the altra-regular octagon itself was an out-
standing feature. A Japanese :pattern combined in an inter-
esting manner the altra-regular octagon with other geometric 
designs and a flower design. Another example of the altra-
regular octagon was as a part of a design used on a woollen 
carriage cushion from Skane> Sweden. I.n this the octagon 
stood out prominently. In another case, the octagon was 
used as an outline of a flower pattern in an old Persian 
prayer carpet. 
26. 
A very unusual design which was of primitive origin, 
was one of sixteen sides based on a regular eight point 
star :polygon. Thia showed the radii of both circles which 
are used in the construction of the polygon by Construction 
3. 
Several examples of the modern usage of altra-regular 
polygons in Design are given in Plates I, II, and III. 
ALTRA-REGULAR HEXAGONS WITH DESIGNS BASED THEEEON. 
Fig. 14a. Fig. 14b. 
Fig. 15a. Fig. 15b. 
!?LATE I. 
ALTRA-REGULAR OCTAGONS WITH DESIGNS BA ED THEREON. 
Fig. 16a. Fig. 16b. 
Fig. 17a. Fig. 1 ?b. 
PLATE II. 
AL'rRA-REGULAR POLYGONS "TITH DESIGNS BASED THERE0N. 
Fig. 18a. Fig. l.Sb. 
Fig. 19a. Fig. 19b. 
PLATE III. 
III. JUXTA-REGULAR POLYGONS. 
A juxta-regular polygon may be condtructed by the 
bisection of the arcs subtended by the sides of any con-
vex polygon inscribed in a circle. and then uaing the ver-
tices of the original polygon and the points where the area 
were bisected as vertices for the new :polygon, which ia 
thus juxta-regular, since equal arcs are subtended by equal 
chords. Since the original polygon which is the basis for 
the juxta-regular polygon has no limitations placed upon 
it except that it be convex and cyclic, the properties of 
the juxta-regular polygon can be determined only when the 
character of its basis ia known. Thus, no generalizations 
can be made on the subject of juxta-regular polygon8 aa a 
class. 
If the basis of a juxta•regular polygon ia a regular 
polygon, the juxta-regular polygon ia also a regular poly-
gon, and hence further diacussion is out of the field of 
this paper. 
If the juxta-regular polygon is a quadrilateral, it 
-1. 
ia known as a cyclic kite, a subject which ia giv•~n con-
27. 
J.See "Kite" page 49, . Second-Year .Mathamatics. - · -_ _ . __ , Chicago, 1910, 
by Breslich. 
siderable attention, especially in ttle form of problems, 
in our text-books of Elementary Euclidean Geometry. Thus, 
it need not be discussed in this paper. 
THEOREM 1. If the basia of ~ .;uxta-regular polygon ,ll ~ 
con tr~- regular_ polygon,~ the ,j uxta-regular _uolygon .. ~ also 
contra.- regular •.. and consequently _has _all of the _ properties 
of ~ contra.-regular .~ . TJolygon. 
Fig. 1. 
Proof: S, == S11 t 1 and arc V,_,,,_, V?-.~ =-
'}.- J I 
But arc v~, I vfJ...'3 -
2 -
Hence, a, =a,_= s 71 + 1-=s?'t +?-. 
(Equal arcs are GUbtended by 
equal chords.) Similarly, all 
other opposite sides of the 
polygon may be shown to be 
equal. 
THEOREM 2. The rn of a ,juxta-re.gular polygon _which 
.!.:! based .Qll .§!. contra-re,gular .. polygon . ia 
( s, \/d:i..- a~ .:L~ + s;;-ltl?...- s~+ .... -r s-,,~,yd~-
Proof: A ju.xta-regular polygon based on a contra-
28. 
regular polygon is a contra-
regular polygon. Hence, its 
area is 
t( s/d'-- 9,~+s,_Yd.2..- a;-+ •• ,+s'7\Yd2..- s~). 
But s,=s~, s_,=sJf, etc. Hence, 
the area of the polygon is 
29. 
( s, Vd:z.- s,:i..+ ss'id2 - s"3'J. + sj-Yd~- s~'.:t-,,,+­
... , , .+ s?r-~d.!.- ~-c ) • 
Fig. 2. 
THEOI\"ffi]! 3.. The number of .sides . possessed Q:! ~ j wcta-
regular polygon based _.Q!!. e.1 ther ~ con tra-re .gular polygon 
~ !!!1, altra-regular £Olygon .must be divisible . !2.Y.. four, 
~~least . number of sides possible is .eight. 
Proof: It is possible ·for a contra-re.gular, al tra-
regular, or juxta-regular polygon to exist only · 
when the polygon has 2n ai~es. If the contra-
regular or altra-regular polygon used as a basis 
for the juxta-regular polygon has n sides where 
n =- 2k, then the ,juxta-regular polygon has 4k 
sidea. Since the basic polygon must have at 
least four sides in order to exist, the smallest 
number of sides which it is possible for the 
juxta-regular polygon to have is eight. 
THEOREM 4. The .rn Qf .~ .fuxta-regular .nolygon of 2n 
sides based fill~ altra-regular .Polygon is 
n < s, v<Y - s;+ s,_Yd"-- st). 
4 
Proof: 
and Sl..=63==Sc., -::s...,=····=S~-')...=Sf.7r-I' 
30 . 
(Equal arcs are subtended by equal 
chords.) Therefore. the polygon 
Fig. 3. 
is composed of n isosceles tri-
angles of bases equal to s, and 
n triangles of bases equal to s~. 
The area of T,~ ts,Vd~- s~ and of 
T,_ == ts.2.. v'di - s;- • Hence, the total 
area of the polygon is n..< s, Vdz. - s,4 + Si{ci"-- s;). 
4 
COROLLARY. The rn of ~ .iuxta-regula.r . nolygon based .Q.!l 
~ altra-regular poli~on . equala the ~. of ~ . altra-re­
gular ;polygon of the ~number of sides and having its 
sides equal iQ.. those . of ._ the . .;uxta-regular polygon. 
THEOREM 5. In!!_ juxta-regular .. polygon based .Q1l ~ altra-
regular ~olygon, those ~ertices which are not also vertices -------
.2! the basic polygon ~ the vertices of ~ regular polygon. 
Proof: arc Vn-i.z1\ Vu, r =arc V ~. 1 V, 1- =-
arc V3~ V't 3 = arc V61 s V'J-t.. etc. 
and arc V,,_ Vz 3 = arc V,._ 3 V'3tt =-
arc V!I~"' V" '1 = •••••••••••• ·-=-
31. 
arc (V')..7\-'2, 1,,_(l~n- •_,A.1\ i- V:z.7'-t~ ,_-,, V '-", t ) =-
Fig. 4. 
arc (V111 ,, V1;;.. + V, ,__ V.,._ 3 ) etc. 
Hence' chords v,.,,_2,'l.Ay ~1', I= v').Tl, I v~3:::: 
v~,3 v'1,~/etc. 
THEOREM 6. In ~ j uxta-re.gular polygon based .9Jl 1Y1. al tra-
regular polygon, .the lines .joining opposite . vertice3 which 
~- !12.:talso vertices .. of _ the basic . polygon, i!Il diameters. 
Proof: The juxta-regular polygon baa 4k sides. Hence, 
the regular polygon (Theorem 5) has 2k sides, and 
opposite sides are equal, making it contra-regu-
lar. Therefore, the joins of the verticea of 
thia regular polygon are diameters. 
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